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ABSTRACT
Giant collisions can account for Uranus’ and Neptune’s large obliquities, yet gener-
ating two planets with widely different tilts and strikingly similar spin rates is a low
probability event. Trapping into a secular spin-orbit resonance, a coupling between
spin and orbit precession frequencies, is a promising alternative as it can tilt the planet
without altering its spin period. We show with numerical integrations that if Uranus
harbored a massive circumplanetary disk of at most 40 times the mass of its satellite
system while it was accreting its gaseous atmosphere, then its spin precession rate
will increase enough to resonate with its own orbit, potentially driving the planet’s
obliquity to 70°. We find tilts greater than 70° to be very rare and tilts beyond 90° to
be impossible, but a subsequent collision with an object about 0.5M⊕ could tilt Uranus
from 70° to 98°. Neptune, on the other hand, needs a less massive disk to explain its
30° tilt, eliminating the need for giant collisions all together. Minimizing the masses
and number of giant impactors from three or more to just one increases the likelihood
of producing the ice giants’ spin-states by about an order of magnitude.
1. INTRODUCTION
Gas accretion from the protoplanetary disk onto the forming giant planets supplies enough spin
angular momentum to drive any primordial obliquities, the angle between the spin-axis of the planet
and the normal to its orbital plane, towards 0°. Instead, we observe a wide range of tilts with
Uranus’ as the extreme case at 98°. The leading hypothesis for Uranus’ large obliquity is multiple
giant impacts (Benz et al. 1989; Korycansky et al. 1990; Slattery et al. 1992; Parisi & Brunini 1997;
Morbidelli et al. 2012; Izidoro et al. 2015; Kegerreis et al. 2018, 2019), which are expected during the
early stages of planetary formation (e.g. formation of Earth’s Moon (Canup & Asphaug 2001)); this
model, however, has significant drawbacks, mainly that the impactors need to be near-Earth sized.
By contrast, Neptune’s obliquity is only 30°, so a single impactor close to the mass of Mars could be
responsible.
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2 Rogoszinski and Hamilton
If multiple giant collisions were responsible for all of the planets’ obliquities, then we should observe
additional signatures. For instance, we would expect Uranus’ and Neptune’s spin periods to vary
substantially, but we instead observe only a 6% difference (TU = 17.2 hr, TN = 16.1 hr). These
nearly identical spin periods implies a shared genesis, possibly similar to that of Jupiter and Saturn
(Batygin 2018; Bryan et al. 2018) with gas accretion as the dominant source of angular momentum.
Furthermore, sudden changes to a planet’s obliquity can disrupt or even destabilize its satellite
system, and yet Uranus’ regular satellites do not display obvious signs of intermediary periods of
chaos (e.g. larger craters or unusual satellite masses and/or spacings). Neptune’s satellite system
was disrupted by capturing Triton (Agnor & Hamilton 2006), but it is likely that its primordial
satellite system was somewhat similar to that of Uranus’ (Rufu & Canup 2017).
Extending the collisional model to Saturn introduces further complications, as the total mass of the
impactors required to tilt Saturn to its current obliquity is between 6−7.2M⊕ (Parisi & Brunini 2002).
A promising alternative solution posits that Saturn is currently in a secular spin-orbit resonance with
Neptune in which the precession frequencies of Saturn’s spin axis and Neptune’s orbital pole match.
Ward & Hamilton (2004) and Hamilton & Ward (2004) show that the resonance can tilt Saturn
from a primordial 0° obliquity to its current 27° as Neptune slowly migrates outwards. This scenario
preserves the spin period and satellite system of a planet as it slowly tips over (Goldreich 1965), which
would neatly sidesteps every issue with the giant impact model. But today, Uranus’ and Neptune’s
spin precession frequencies are far slower than the fundamental orbital precession frequencies in our
Solar System precluding an active resonance (Murray & Dermott 1999; Boue´ & Laskar 2006).
One way to facilitate a frequency match is to assume that Uranus originated between Jupiter and
Saturn at around 7 AU. With this assumption, the spin precession rate is fast enough to resonate
with a planet like Neptune located beyond Saturn; however, as the precession timescales are long, the
timescale required for Uranus to remain near 7 AU exceeds a reasonable few million years (Quillen
et al. 2018; Rogoszinski & Hamilton 2018, 2019). Boue´ & Laskar (2010) suggest that if Uranus once
harbored a satellite larger than the Moon, it could augment the planet’s gravitational quadrupole
moment enough to speed up its spin precession frequency and generate a resonance on a timescale
on the order of 106 years. However, this model suffers from the same problem as the giant impact
hypothesis in that the moon would need to be implausibly large, placed at a large distance from the
planet, and would also need to be removed without exciting the rest of the satellite system.
An early circumplanetary accretion disk could also enhance the planetary system’s bulge and speed
up the planet’s spin precession rate, at least for a few million years. The ice giants must have once
had gaseous accretion disks as 10% of their mass is Hydrogen and Helium (Podolak et al. 1995, 2000).
Additionally, circumplanetary disks are thought to be the birthplaces of the planet’s regular satellites
(Canup & Ward 2002, 2006; Szula´gyi et al. 2018). As the circumplanetary disk survives for only a
few Myr, a strong resonance would need to act quickly to tip Uranus. The strongest such resonance
occurs when Uranus’ spin precession frequency matches its nodal precession frequency.
2. SPIN-ORBIT RESONANCE
2.1. Spin-Axis Precession
The precession frequency of a planet’s spin-axis incorporates the torques from the Sun and any
satellites on the central body (Colombo 1966; Tremaine 1991). If σˆ is a unit vector that points in
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the direction of the total angular momentum of the planetary system, then:
dσˆ
dt
= α(σˆ × nˆ)(σˆ · nˆ) (1)
where nˆ is a unit vector pointing in the direction of Uranus’ orbital angular momentum, and t is
time. Accordingly, the axial precession period is:
Tα =
2pi
α cos 
, (2)
where cos  = σˆ · nˆ. At its current obliquity,  = 98°, Uranus’ precession period is about 210 million
years, and at near zero obliquity, it is about 29 million years.
If the satellites’ orbits are prograde and nearly equatorial and their masses are much less than that
of the central body, then the spin-axis precession frequency near 0° is (Ward 1975; Tremaine 1991):
α =
3n2
2
J2 + q
Kω + l
. (3)
Here n = (GM/r3P )
1/2 is the planet’s orbital angular speed, rP is its distance to the Sun, ω is its spin
angular speed, J2 is its quadrupole gravitational moment, and K is its moment of inertia coefficient
divided by MPR
2
P . The value of K is relatively uncertain and is inferred from interior models. The
parameter q ≡ 1
2
∑
i(Mi/MP )(ai/RP )
2 is the effective quadrupole coefficient of the satellite system,
and l ≡ R−2P
∑
i(Mi/MP )(GMPai)
1/2 is the angular momentum of the satellite system normalized to
MPR
2
P . The masses and semi-major axes of the satellites are Mi and ai. We can modify the satellite
parameters to instead describe a disk by simply replacing the summation with an integral with Mi
interpreted as the mass of the ringlet with width ∆a at a distance ai. The mass of each ringlet is
therefore Mi = 2pia∆aΣ(a), with Σ(a) as the surface density profile of the disk.
Only Uranus’ regular satellites contribute significantly so at present day we have q = 1.56 × 10−2
and l = 2.41× 10−7 s−1. Furthermore, J2 = 3.34343× 10−3 and Kω = 2.28× 10−5 s−1, so Kω >> l
and q = 4.7J2. A massive circumplanetary disk would increase q and α considerably, especially for a
slowly spinning planet.
2.2. Orbital Pole Precession
Torques from neighboring planets cause a planet’s orbit to precess, and Uranus’ current orbital
precession period is 0.45 Myr or 64 times faster than its present day α. This precession rate would be
even faster in the presence of the massive circumstellar disk. If the density profile of the circumstellar
disk is the minimum-mass solar nebula (MMSN), then the total mass of the disk would be about
Md = 10MJ (Hayashi 1981). Raising the total orbiting mass of the Solar System by an order of
magnitude should also increase the orbital precession frequencies of all the planets by a similar
amount (Murray & Dermott 1999).
A planet’s orbital precession rate is determined by perturbations from sections of the disk both
interior and exterior to the planet. Assuming the density of the entire circumstellar disk follows a
power-law profile with index β, the regression rate is given as g = g− + g+ with:
g− = −3
4
n
(
2− β−
4− β−
)(
1− η4−β−−
1− η2−β−−
)(
Md,−
M
)(
Ro
rp
)2
, (4)
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g+ = −3
4
n
(
2− β+
−1− β+
)(
1− η−1−β++
1− η2−β++
)(
Md,+
M
)(
rp
Ro
)3
(5)
where g− is the orbital precession rate induced from the interior disk, and g+ is from the exterior
disk (Chen et al. 2013, See Appendix for derivation). Here n is the mean motion of the planet, Md,−
and Md,+ are the masses of the circumstellar disk interior and exterior to the planet, Ro is the outer
radius of each respective disk, and η is the ratio of the inner and outer disk radii.
To calculate g we set rp to be 17 AU, and the inner and outer radii of the Solar System to be 0.1 AU
and 100 AU. The index β = 1.5 for a MMSN if the planets were formed near their current locations,
and β ≈ 2.2 if the planets abide by the Nice model (Desch 2007). For this range of β, assuming
β = β+ = β−, Uranus’ orbital precession rate is faster than its current rate by a factor of 3 to 7.
However, since Uranus and Neptune are categorically gas limited, the ice giants likely were actively
accreting their atmospheres only when the circumstellar disk was significantly depleted (Frelikh &
Murray-Clay 2017). A depleted 1MJ circumstellar disk would add only 30% - 60% to Uranus’ current
orbital precession rate.
Capturing into a spin-orbit resonance requires that the orbital precession rate g ≈ α cos . We set
Tg = 2pi/g near Uranus’ current orbital precession period, and vary the planetary and disk parameters
to find solutions for Uranus’ spin precession rate that yield resonances. As Uranus accretes matter its
spin angular momentum will increase, so, all else being equal, α will tend to decrease (Equation 3).
We therefore seek cases where α cos  was initially larger than g so that the system will pass through
the resonance. If the masses of both circumplanetary and circumstellar disks deplete at the same
rate, then both precession rates (g and α cos ) decrease at similar rates and capturing into resonance
is difficult (Millholland & Batygin 2019). We instead expect the two frequencies to change at different
rates, especially as the planet’s spin-precession rate will increase as it builds up its circumplanetary
disk. A slow spin rate and a massive circumplanetary disk are optimal for speeding up a planet’s
spin precession rate, but will this be enough to generate a strong and lasting spin-orbit resonance as
the planet grows? In the next section we explore the conditions necessary for the planetary system
to develop a resonance and tilt over on a million year timescale.
3. DISK CONDITIONS FOR RESONANCES
Resonances can occur at many stages during the formation of ice giants, but sustaining a resonance
long enough to substantially tilt a planet requires certain conditions to be met. We propose that
circumplanetary disks can satisfy those conditions, and here we will discuss how they form and how
the planet evolves while accreting from a disk.
3.1. Growing Ice Giants
The classic gas giant formation process can be broken into three stages (Bodenheimer & Pollack
1986; Pollack et al. 1996; Lissauer et al. 2009). In stage 1 the core forms from the aggregation of
pebbles and planetesimals. During stage 2 core accretion slows as a planetary core exceeds several
Earth masses and becomes capable of capturing an atmosphere as its escape velocity exceeds the
thermal velocity of the nearby gas. The planet distorts the surrounding disk as it accretes, and
the corresponding gravitational torques lead to shocked wave fronts that carve out a gap (Lin &
Papaloizou 1979; Goldreich & Tremaine 1980; Duffell 2015). The gas flows from the circumstellar
disk onto a circumplanetary envelope or disk before accreting onto the planet. The transition between
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planar disks and more spherical envelopes depends on the planet’s temperature: the hotter the planet
the greater the thermal pressure in the disk (Szula´gyi et al. 2016). For Uranus and Neptune near their
current locations this transitional planet temperature is about 500K (Szula´gyi et al. 2018). Since
modeling the planet’s equation of state during formation extends beyond the scope of this paper, we
will instead use simple growth models and disk profiles to approximate the planet’s evolution.
Stage 2 lasts a few Myr as the planet slowly accretes gas and planetesimals. Once the protoplanet’s
gaseous atmosphere becomes more massive than its core, the planet undergoes runaway gas accretion
(stage 3), and it can gain about a Jupiter’s worth of mass in just ten-thousand years. There are
several competing explanations for why Uranus and Neptune have not accreted enough gas to achieve
runaway gas accretion. The standard explanation by Pollack et al. (1996) suggests that Uranus
and Neptune were not able to accrete enough solids near their current locations before the entire
protoplanetary disk dissipated. Pebble accretion, however, reduces the ice giants’ growth timescale
and allows gas giants to form more rapidly at greater distances (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012),
but when the core is massive enough to gravitationally perturb the surrounding gas disk it creates
a pressure barrier to isolate it from further pebble accretion (Lambrechts et al. 2014). Thommes
et al. (1999, 2002, 2003), on the other hand, posit that Uranus and Neptune were formed between
Jupiter and Saturn, and that Jupiter’s and Saturn’s cores happened to be more massive allowing
them to accrete most of the surrounding gas. When the solid-to-gas ratio in the circumstellar disk
reached unity, there was not enough gas to damp the eccentricities and inclinations of the growing
protoplanets. As such, dynamical instability is then triggered, and the ice giants are scattered
outwards.
Frelikh & Murray-Clay (2017) argue that if Uranus’ and Neptune’s cores were formed close to
Jupiter and Saturn later in Solar System evolution, then the ice giants could have accreted their
atmospheres after they have been scattered and reached close to their current locations. If only 1%
(∼ 0.1MJ) of the original circumstellar disk remained after the cores migrated outwards, then there
would have been just enough gas near the ice giants to form their atmospheres. This reduction implies
a gas accretion duration for Uranus and Neptune on the order of 105 years given a nominal gas loss
rate of 7 × 10−10M/yr (Alexander et al. 2005), but 2D and 3D gas accretion models suggest that
some gas also cross through the gap bypassing the planets altogether (Bryden et al. 1999; Tanigawa
et al. 2012; Batygin 2018). Therefore, if less than half of the gas within the planet’s vicinity is
actually accreted (Morbidelli et al. 2014; Cridland 2018), then there needed to have been more gas
to compensate and we could expect a longer gas accretion timescale closer to a Myr.
Regardless of how they formed, Uranus and Neptune would have had to harbor a circumplanetary
disk. This disk will at least initially maintain a steady state, but as the circumstellar disk dissipates
we expect the circumplanetary disk to disappear as well. We will therefore explore these two basic
scenarios.
3.2. Spin Evolution of Giant Planets
Circumplanetary disks regulate not only the growth rate of giant planets, but also their spin-rates
(Bodenheimer & Pollack 1986; Lissauer et al. 2009; Ward & Canup 2010). We expect the planets to
be spinning at near break up velocities if we only consider the hydrodynamics arising in an inviscid
thin disk. We instead observe the giant planets, including the first giant exoplanet with a measured
spin rate β Pictoris b (Snellen et al. 2014), spinning several times slower than their breakup rates.
There thus must be some mechanism responsible for removing excess angular momentum. The
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solution may be a combination of magnetic breaking caused by the coupling of a magnetized planet
to an ionized disk (Lovelace et al. 2011; Batygin 2018), polar inflows and additional outflows from a
thick disk profile (Tanigawa et al. 2012), and magnetically driven outflows (Fendt 2003); regardless,
gas accretion is a significant source of angular momentum. It is therefore possible that the planets’
spin rates prior to gas accretion were indeed slow, especially if their cores were made up from the
accumulation of many small bodies striking randomly at the planet’s surface (Lissauer & Kary 1991;
Dones & Tremaine 1993a,b; Agnor et al. 1999), but pebble accretion may also contribute a significant
amount of prograde spin (Visser et al. 2019).
Since Uranus and Neptune spin at about the same rates, we suspect that gas accretion is the source
of their respective spin periods. We model the effect of gas accretion on the planet’s spin state by
incrementally adding angular momentum to the planet according to:
~lgas = ∆MRPVorbitλ zˆ, (6)
where ∆M is the differential mass of the gas accreted at that time step, Vorbit =
√
GMP/RP is the
circular velocity at the edge of the planet, MP and RP are the mass and radius of the planet, and
zˆ points normal to the orbital plane. Since accretion is not 100% effective, we include the constant
λ with λ < 1. The accretion efficiency is relatively unconstrained and in practice we tune λ so that
Uranus’ final spin angular momentum matches its current value.
4. CHANGING THE OBLIQUITY OF A GROWING PROTOPLANET
A massive circumplanetary disk is capable of increasing a planet’s spin precession rate and gener-
ating a resonance, and in this section we will investigate how massive this disk needs to be. We will
first explore how the spin precession frequency changes for different disk profiles, and then expand
our model by having the planet also evolve with the disk.
4.1. Constant Surface Density Profile
After the planet opens up a gap, gas flows from the circumstellar disk and concentrates near
the planet’s centrifugal barrier. This is the gas’s pericenter distance where the centrifugal force is
balanced by the planet’s gravitation pull. The gas then heats up and spreads forming a compact
Keplerian rotating disk (Machida 2009). Calculations for the average specific angular momentum
of the gas are calibrated for Jupiter and Saturn, but adopting Lissauer (1995) analytic estimate of
the disk’s specific angular momentum to Uranus, the disk extends to about 60RU which is close to
Uranus’ current Laplace radius. This fiducial radius for Neptune is 100RN because the planet is
located farther away from the Sun. To simplify, we will assume a constant surface density profile,
which is possible for a low M˙ (Zhu et al. 2016). A portion of the disk extends beyond the centrifugal
barrier, puffing up to smoothly connect with the circumstellar disk. The surface density in this outer
region falls off with increasing distance as a power law. If the planet is larger than its centrifugal
barrier, then this is the only part of the disk.
When a planet undergoes a spin-orbit resonance, its spin-axis remains fixed relative the reference
frame defined by the planet’s orbital pole and the pole of the invariable plane. This resonance angle
librates about an equilibrium point, Cassini state 2 (Colombo 1966; Peale 1969; Ward 1975; Ward &
Hamilton 2004), and the location of this equilibrium depends on the orbit’s inclination i. Since the
strength of the resonance is proportional to the planet’s orbital inclination (Hamilton & Ward 2004),
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Figure 1. The evolution of the resonance angle Ψ and obliquity  for static disks with difference disk
masses. The resonance is active if the resonance angle maintains its libration about the equilibrium point
indefinitely. If the resonance is not active, then the resonance angle circulates a full 2pi radians. The mass of
each disk is displayed in units of Ms, where Ms = 10
−4MU . If the mass of the disk increases beyond 100Ms,
the planet’s spin precession frequency will be too fast to sustain a resonance capture with its own orbit.
and the primordial inclination is unknown, we explore a range of inclinations. We track the motions
of the planets using HNBody (Rauch & Hamilton 2002), and then calculate Equation 1 using a fifth
order Runge-Kutta algorithm (Press et al. 1992; Rogoszinski & Hamilton 2019). If we place Uranus
at its current location and set its physical parameters to its current values, then a disk of constant
density extending to the Laplace radius needs more than 20 times the mass of its satellite system
(Ms = 10
−4MU) to activate the resonance (Figure 1). If Uranus’ orbital precession rate is faster by a
factor of two due to torques from a remnant solar nebula, then we will need twice as much mass to
generate a spin-orbit resonance (Equation 3). For comparison, Szula´gyi et al. (2018) favor a satellite
disk of similar mass ≈ 10−3MU .
4.2. A Shrinking Disk
The circumplanetary disk will evolve as the planet accretes, and the spin precession rate will vary
depending on how the disk changes. The ice giants need to accrete about 1M⊕ of gas in 1 Myr, so
at a constant accretion rate of 1M⊕/Myr the lifetime of the gas is τd = Md/M˙ ∼ 104 yr, or a tiny
fraction of the accretion timespan. We can therefore expect a sharp initial rise to the mass of the
disk, and then either the disk maintains that mass in a steady state (Zhu et al. 2016; Szula´gyi et al.
2018), or it steadily decreases as the circumstellar disk dissipates. Figure 2 shows the evolution of
the resonance for both cases. Here we see that a circumplanetary disk in a steady state is capable
of driving obliquities about 15% farther than for disks that deplete over time. Also, a larger orbital
inclination will drive obliquities to higher degrees on shorter timescales.
4.3. Setting the Orbital Inclination
It takes longer to drive Uranus to higher obliquities in a resonance capture for low iU since the
resonance is weaker. The evolution of the planets’ orbital inclinations are unknown, but planet-planet
interactions can amplify a planet’s inclination (Nagasawa et al. 2008) which can then damp as the
8 Rogoszinski and Hamilton
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Figure 2. (a) Uranus at its current state surrounded by a 40Ms disk for the entire lifetime of the disk. The
disk extends all the way to its Laplace radius of 53RU . The top panel shows the evolution of the planet’s
obliquity in degrees, the middle panel shows the evolution of the precession frequencies with the dashed line
indicating the resonance location, and the bottom panel shows the evolution of the mass of the disk. (b)
The same scenario but the disk’s mass decreases over 1 Myr. Uranus’ inclination is 5° in the thin bold lines,
and 10° in the thick bold lines.
planet migrates outwards. Figure 3 shows the maximum change in Uranus’ obliquity for orbits of
varying inclinations. If the disk maintains a constant mass, then the planet can undergo a resonance
capture for inclinations above 5°. Extending the duration of the simulation in Figure 3 from 1 Myr
to 10 Myr can yield resonance captures for orbits with inclinations closer to 2°. While resonance
captures are capable of driving obliquities to higher degrees, the planet’s final obliquity could be less
than maximum. This is because while the resonance is active the planet’s obliquity oscillates as the
spin-axis librates. A depleting disk, on the other hand, will instead activate the resonance briefly as
a resonance kick, and in this case the planet’s final obliquity will remain fixed after the resonance
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terminates. Regardless, we can achieve substantial tilts if the planet’s orbital inclination was greater
than 5°.
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e
g
)
Figure 3. This figure shows the maximum degree of tilting for a range of orbital inclinations if the disk’s
mass remains constant (circle) or is decreasing (triangle). The duration of each simulation is 1 Myr. Uranus’
current inclination relative to the Solar System’s invariable plane is about a degree.
4.4. Laplace Radius
Circumplanetary disks extend to about 0.5 Hill radii (Ayliffe & Bate 2009; Tanigawa et al. 2012;
Szula´gyi et al. 2014), but only a portion of the disk will tilt with the planet when the resonance
is active. This region is located within the planet’s Laplace radius, which is the transition point
where perturbations from the planet are comparable to those from the Sun. Orbits beyond a planet’s
Laplace radius precess about the ecliptic while orbits inside this point precess about the planet’s
equator. The Laplace radius, which also separates regular and irregular satellites, is approximately:
RL ≈
(
2J2
MP
M
R2P r
3
P
)1/5
(7)
(Goldreich 1966; Nicholson et al. 2008; C´uk et al. 2016) which for Uranus today is about 53 Uranian
radii or 1.3× 109 m. The planet’s J2 depends quadratically on the planet’s spin rate:
J2 ≈ ω
2R3Pk2
3GMP
(8)
(Ragozzine & Wolf 2009), where k2 is the Love number. The Love number is a dimensionless param-
eter that characterizes a planet’s susceptibility to tidal deformation, and the larger the number the
greater the bulge.
A more slowly spinning planet has a larger α, but also a smaller J2 and hence a smaller Laplace
radius which will limit the disk’s contribution to the planet’s quadrupole moment. As such, it is
not clear how much mass is needed in the disk to generate a resonance. We usually assume that
the planet is spinning fast enough such that its spin angular momentum is close to its current value,
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Figure 4. The same situation as in Figure 5 but with the circumplanetary disk remaining in a steady state
throughout the accretion. The thick bold lines have L0 ≈ LU , while the thin bold lines have L0 ≈ 0.25LU .
The results for the latter case do not noticeably change if the planet’s initial spin rate was lower.
but we also explore cases where the planet is initially spinning slower than that. Furthermore, as
the planet grows and its angular momentum approaches its current value, its Laplace radius shrinks
relative to the size of the planet. Assuming angular momentum is conserved, the spin rate falls as
R2P , and using Equations 7 and 8 we find RL/RP ∝ R−4/5P . For Uranus the transition point where
the planet becomes larger than its Laplace radius is ≈ 140RU , which, conveniently, is about the same
size Lissauer et al. (2009) calculate a gas giant to be before undergoing runaway gas accretion. The
mass needed in the disk to generate a resonance therefore depends on the detailed growth history of
the planet.
4.5. Growing Uranus and tilting it over
After core accretion stops, Uranus acquires a 1M⊕ atmosphere over one million years. Its radius is
initially large (∼ 80RU) as the planet is hot from the energy added to it from accreting planetesimals
(Bodenheimer & Pollack 1986; Pollack et al. 1996; Lissauer et al. 2009). The radius grows exponen-
tially and terminates at around 120RU when the gas fully dissipates. The angular momentum of
the planet also grows as the planet accretes gas, so the planet’s spin rate varies as L/(KMR2) with
the caveat that the planet’s final angular momentum does not exceed its current value (Equation 6).
Since the size of the planet’s Laplace radius relative to the size of the planet also decreases as the
planet grows, we also expect α to shrink.
Finally, how the planet’s interior changes as it evolves is unknown and calculating this is beyond
the scope of this paper. In these simulations we kept K at Uranus’ current value of 0.225. A
planet with a smaller K means it may also have a smaller Love number (See the Darwin-Radau
approximation (Murray & Dermott 1999)), which also yields a smaller Laplace radius and a smaller
effective planetary bulge. If we instead decrease the planet’s initial angular momentum by decreasing
its initial spin rate or dimensionless moment of inertia, then from Figure 5 we need a more massive
disk to counter the smaller portion of the disk enclosed within RL.
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Figure 5. The evolution of Uranus’ obliquity for a growing planet. M0 = 0.9MU , R0 = 80RU , and the thick
bold lines have L0 ≈ LU , while the thin bold lines have L0 ≈ 0.5LU . The entire circumplanetary disk needs
to be about 40 times the mass of Uranus’ satellite system to tilt the planet substantially. The inclination of
Uranus’ orbit here is 10°. The final panel shows the mass contained within Uranus’ Laplace radius.
Keeping the mass of the disk constant can generate a resonance capture (Figure 4), and the disk
needs to be have at least Md = 2 × 10−3MU , a few times more than what Szula´gyi et al. (2018)
calculate, to drive the planet’s obliquity significantly. A more massive disk is needed if the planet
was initially spinning slowly in order to compensate for a small Laplace radius earlier in the planet’s
evolution. The Laplace radius then grows as the planet spins up, encompassing more of the disk
until it and the planet’s spin precession rate reach a maximum.
On the other hand, Figure 5 shows that a depleting circumplanetary disk with an initial mass
Md ≥ 3 × 10−3MU can generate a 70° kick. In these runs we assume the planet is already spinning
fast enough so that a large portion of the disk is contained within its Laplace radius in order to
highlight the duration when the resonance is active. Here Uranus’ spin precession rate decreases as
the planet grows because the Laplace radius relative to the size of the planet shrinks. Notice that in
either case for a large and growing planet only about 10% - 20% of the mass of the disk is located
within RL, so we can still achieve a resonance with a less massive disk concentrated closer to the
planet. Since the realistic case for how the disk evolves for an already depleted circumstellar disk
is probably a mix between these two scenarios, where the disk maintains a steady state for some
period of time before slowly dissipating, the planet only needs at most a disk a few dozen times more
massive than its current satellite system to generate a spin-orbit resonance.
4.6. Tilting Neptune
Tilting Neptune is easier since its obliquity is only 30°. If Neptune accreted its gas while located
inside Uranus’ current orbit in accordance with the Nice model (Tsiganis et al. 2005; Gomes et al.
2005; Morbidelli et al. 2005), then a disk with Md ≈ 4× 10−3MN can tilt Neptune if it were instead
orbiting with an inclination of 3°. On the other hand, if Neptune was located at 28 AU with an
inclination of 10°, then, as seen in Figure 6, the disk needs less than 10−3MN of gas to generate a
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Figure 6. The evolution of Neptune’s obliquity for aN = 28 AU, iN = 10°, and L0 ≈ LN .
spin-orbit resonance. The resonance drives Neptune’s obliquity more weakly than Uranus’ because
libration rates are slower farther away from the Sun. If Neptune’s inclination were instead 5°, then
the accretion timescale needs to be 2 Myr to tilt the planet to ∼ 30°.
5. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that it is possible for both Uranus and Neptune to be tilted significantly if
surrounded by a circumplanetary disk a few dozen times the mass of their current satellite systems,
and if their orbits are inclined by more than 5°. However, a spin-orbit resonance argument is not
capable of tilting planets beyond 90° because the resonance will break when the planet’s spin preces-
sion frequency nears 0 (Equation 2). A non-resonant 10° - 30° kick is still needed, so it would seem
that collisions are inescapable.
If Uranus’ and Neptune’s spin periods are regulated entirely from gas accretion (Section 3.2), then
these collisions cannot change their spin periods by more than 10%. Obliquities and spin periods,
however, are each affected by collisions and are not independent variables. For instance, a strike to
the equator will impart the most spin but will not tilt the planet. To quantify this we developed a
code that builds up a planet by summing the angular momentum imparted by collisions for half a
million realizations, and calculates the planet’s final spin state (Rogoszinski & Hamilton 2019). Here
we take into account gravitational focusing as the planet’s escape velocity is likely to be several times
larger than the impactor’s relative velocity on approach. If gravitational focusing is strong, then
the impactor is focused towards the planet’s center as the probability distribution increases with the
radius for small relative velocities:
b2 = R2P (1 + (Vesc/Vrel)
2). (9)
Here b is the impact parameter, and the impactor approaches the planet on a hyperbolic orbit with
speed Vrel far from the planet. Since V
2
esc = GMP/RP , b
2 ∝ RP for Vrel  Vesc. On the other
hand, impactors striking the planet at very high velocities move on nearly straight lines and will
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Figure 7. (a) A density plot of Uranus’ obliquity and spin rate after a one Earth-mass strike if its initial
spin period is Ti = 16 hrs at i = 0° obliquity. Within 10% of Uranus’ current obliquity and spin rate
is contained inside the black box, the equivalent white box surrounds the peak of distribution, the color
bar shows the number of instances for that value, and the contour lines contain the values above which a
percentage of instances are found. The likelihood of the planet’s final spin state being within 10% of the
maximum value is about 26 times more likely than finding the planet within 10% of Uranus’ current spin
state. (b) Two 0.5 M⊕ strikes on a Ti = 16 hrs, i = 0° planet. The likelihood reduces to 21 times more
likely to find the planet near the maximum value. (c) Two 0.5 M⊕ strikes on a Ti = 68 hrs, i = 0° planet.
The likelihood reduces to 2.6.
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Figure 8. Density plots of Uranus’ obliquity and spin rate after a significant tilting. (a) Here Ti = 16 hrs
and i = 75°. Uranus is struck by one 0.5 M⊕ object. The likelihood of the planet’s final spin state being
within 10% of the maximum value is about 4.5 times more likely than finding the planet within 10% of
Uranus’ current spin state. (b) Ti = 16 hrs and i = 75°. Uranus is struck by two 0.25 M⊕ objects. In this
case, it is 2.8 times more likely to find the planet near the maximum value than at its current value.
instead yield a probability distribution proportional to the radius squared. We expect the impactors
to approach the planet on initially eccentric elliptical orbits, and so we samples relative velocities
between 0 and 0.3 times Uranus’ circular speed (Hamilton & Burns 1994).
Figure 7 shows that a 1M⊕ collision will most likely not reproduce Uranus’ current spin state if
Uranus was initially spinning near its current rate. Since there is a higher concentration of radial
impacts near the planet’s center, the angular momentum imparted is small and the distribution
peaks strongly near the planet’s initial state. Two strikes are an improvement, but we find better
success if Uranus were initially spinning slower than it is today. The odds of Uranus tilting to its
current state for an initially slowly spinning planet is about an order of magnitude more likely than
if it was initially spinning near its current rate. The mechanism responsible for removing a giant
planet’s angular momentum would then need to be more efficient for ice giants despite having a
limited atmosphere, and as there is little justification for this, a pure giant collision scenario is also
unlikely.
This begs the question though, how small can the planet’s initial obliquity be such that a single
impact can tilt the planet to 98° with minimal variations to its spin period? Figure 8 shows that
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Uranus’ initial obliquity would need to be about 75° to generate statistics comparable to an initially
slowly spinning planet. This also happens to be around the limit to which we can tilt Uranus with
a spin-orbit resonance. A subsequent impact with one 0.5M⊕ object is therefore about 5 times
more likely to produce Uranus’ current spin state than two 0.5M⊕ impactors incident on an initially
untilted planet, and the statistics improve as the number of impactors increases. Neptune’s initial
obliquity, on the other hand, would likely be zero and its 30° tilt could easily be a byproduct of either
a spin-orbit resonance or multiple giant collisions.
Pebble accretion models predict an abundance of Mars to Earth sized planets that have since
disappeared (Levison et al. 2015a,b), so it is entirely possible that a few rogue planetary cores struck
the ice giants. It is more probable, though, that the planets were struck by one of these objects rather
than three or more. We believe that a hybrid model that includes both resonance and collisions is
the most likely scenario, as it eliminates the collision responsible for tilting Neptune, eliminates at
least one of the impactors required to tilt Uranus (Morbidelli et al. 2012), and most importantly
preserves the near equality of Uranus’ and Neptune’s spin rates.
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APPENDIX
A. NODAL PRECESSION WITHIN A PROTOPLANETARY DISK
Torques from neighboring planets cause a planet’s orbit to precess. This precession rate is given as
the sum of perturbations exterior and interior to the planet:
g+ ' −3
4
µ2n1α
3 Exterior Perturber (A1)
g− ' −3
4
µ1n2α
2 Interior Perturber (A2)
(Murray & Dermott 1999). Here µ is the mass ratio of the perturber to the star, n is the mean
motion of the planet, and α = a1/a2, where a is the semi-major axis, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer
to the inner and outer perturbers. We can transform these equations to instead describe disks as
disks are made up of a series of concentric rings. The mass of a protoplanetary disk can be described
by the following integral:
Md =
∫ Ro
Ri
Σ0
(
r
Ro
)−β
2pirdr (A3)
which, can be solved for the reference surface density
Σ0 =
(2− β)Md
2pi (1− η2−β)R2o
(A4)
where η = Ri/Ro, Ri is the inner radius of the disk, Ro is its outer radius, and η is always less than
1.
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Setting rp as the planet-Sun distance which bisects the interior and exterior perturbers, we integrate
Equation A1 radially over the disk and we use Equation A4 to eliminate Σ0. For an outer disk we
set rp = a1 and integrate over r = a2 to find:
g+ = −3
4
2piΣ0
M
n1r
3
p
∫ Ro
Ri
(
r
Ro
)−β
r−2dr (A5)
g+ = −3
4
n
(
2− β+
−1− β+
)(
1− η−1−β++
1− η2−β++
)(
Md,+
M
)(
rp
Ro
)3
. (A6)
Similarly, for an interior disk we set rp = a2 and integrate over r = a1 to find:
g− = −3
4
2piΣ0
M
n2
r2p
∫ Ro
Ri
(
r
Ro
)−β
r3dr (A7)
g− = −3
4
n
(
2− β−
4− β−
)(
1− η4−β−−
1− η2−β−−
)(
Md,−
M
)(
Ro
rp
)2
. (A8)
Typically we take β− = β+, but Md,− and Md,+ can be quite different depending on the geometry.
The expression for g+ agrees with that obtained by Chen et al. (2013), while that for g− is first noted
here.
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